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Amount B - Scope

•Positive list – “limited” and “routine” 
functions and risks

•Negative list – activities related to 
DEMPE, strategic decisions, economically 
significant risks

•Multifunctional Entities – facts and 
circumstances-based

•Ownership of  certain assets / rights (local 
customer lists) 

•No ownership of  potentially valuable assets 
(marketing intangibles, TM)

•Thresholds for:
- marketing, R&D as % of  total costs
- Inventory as % of  sales

Qualitative Factors Quantitative Factors

What constitutes distribution & marketing activities for Amount B purposes?

Is risk clearly defined? 

Interco Agreements

Are certain business models or industries excluded?

Exclusions
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Benchmarking
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BvD distributor search – overview of conclusions

The following graph represents the overall OPM IQR for the 11,160 
distribution companies identified from the TP Catalyst / Compustat database.

While there are exceptions to the rule, generally the median OPM observed 
by industry and geography is between 2% - 3%.
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BvD distributor search – split by geography
What is the appropriate manner in which to apply benchmarking to different 
geographies?

Is it appropriate to split the world into strips based on longitude? 

Our search considered the Global North and Global South – demonstrating 
no significant difference in the return earned across these two macro regions. 
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BvD distributor search – split by industry
Another factor considered in the OECD Blueprint for Amount B is the need to differentiate returns by 
industry. Leveraging the industries proposed in the Blueprint gave the following results: 

 Generally. the median OPM is between 2% - 3% with Consumer Products having a median OPM 
of 1.9% and the overall set having a median OPM of 2.2%. As might be expected, the 
Pharmaceutical industry, which is a sample of 199 companies, has a significantly higher median 
OPM of 4.4% and also a much wider IQR.

 For the Berry Ratio, the median values are more closely aligned with the median value and not 
deviating more than 4.4% from the median Berry Ratio for the entire set of 119.8%.

OPM breakdown by industry grouping

Berry Ratio breakdown by industry grouping
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BvD distributor search - comparability adjustments 
While the correlation may not be significant, we analysed the absolute effect of the ‘measures’ on 
OPM by creating stratified ranges and comparing the OPM in each stratification.

WC/Turnover 
Percentile

OPM Lower 
Quartile OPM Median OPM Upper 

Quartile
WC/Turnover 

Min.
WC/Turnover 

Median
WC/Turnover 

Max.

0th - 25th 0.6% 1.4% 2.8% -601.4% 1.2% 5.1%

26th - 50th 1.0% 2.0% 3.7% 5.1% 8.8% 12.7%

51st - 75th 1.6% 2.9% 4.9% 12.7% 17.5% 23.5%

76th - 100th 2.1% 3.8% 6.8% 23.5% 34.1% 280.9%

Total 1.2% 2.4% 4.6% -601.4% 12.7% 280.9%

The stratified range consistently increases by 0.5% - 1% each quartile for the median OPM. Overall 
the difference between the bottom and top quartiles median OPM is 2.4%. This is more than WCA 
typically adjusts for.
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BvD distributor search - comparability adjustments 
While the correlation may not be significant, we analysed the absolute effect of the ‘measures’ on 
OPM by creating stratified ranges and comparing the OPM in each stratification.

Total Assets / Turnover follows a similar trend to Working Capital but with even larger increases by 
quartile, which consistently increase at 1%. Overall the difference between the bottom and top 
quartiles median OPM is 3.0%.

Assets/Turn. 
Percentile

OPM Lower 
Quartile OPM Median OPM Upper 

Quartile
Assets/Turn. 

Min.
Assets/Turn. 

Median
Assets/Turn. 

Max.

0th - 25th 0.4% 1.1% 2.0% 0.2% 17.8% 25.8%

26th - 50th 1.1% 2.1% 3.6% 25.8% 33.0% 40.1%

51st - 75th 1.5% 2.8% 5.3% 40.1% 47.5% 57.1%

76th - 100th 2.1% 4.1% 7.4% 57.1% 73.1% 3,754.3%

Total 1.0% 2.2% 4.4% 0.2% 40.1% 3,754.3%
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Implementation
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Implementation

 Practical Issues:
 Taxpayer access to Amount B “database”

 Ongoing upkeep of database
 Among tax authorities
 Between tax authorities and taxpayers

 Determination of Amount B
 Fixed amount?
 Range?
 Impact on certainty

 Legal Effect of Amount B
 Election?
 Rebuttable presumption?
 Legally controlling?
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Implementation (cont’d)

 Practical Issues (cont’d)
 Timing and mechanics of achieving certainty

 Advance certainty for x years?  (Replace future APAs)
 Abilities of taxpayers and tax authorities to reach APAs that vary from 

Amount B approach
 Certainty after close of year w/expedited dispute resolution process?
 Need an MLI with its own MAP procedures? (see below)

 Transition Issues
 Impact of ongoing APA’s

 Ongoing Evaluation
 Peer reviews among countries re: systems and procedures to administer 

Amount B
 Sharing of outcomes among tax authorities to ensure consistency?

 Necessary if Amount B approach is sufficiently defined? 
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Implementation (cont’d)

 Legal Instrument
 A new Amount B MLI with its own MAP and other relevant dispute 

resolutions processes? 
 Competent Authority agreements under existing bi-lateral treaties?
 Implemented solely under domestic law? 
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Closing Thoughts
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Exhibit 1: Polling Questions
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Audience Polling Question

In tax disputes about the characterization of a 
tested party as a limited risk distributor, what 
factors are most relevant? 

A. Functional-based disagreements
B. Financial metrics of tested party
C. Intercompany contracts
D. Other
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Audience Polling Question

When evaluating a tested party in a market with 
limited comparable data, is your preference 
generally to:

A. Use comparables from possibly “similar” markets (e.g., US 
and Canada)?

B. Use comparables from possibly “dissimilar” markets (e.g., 
US and Latin American countries) and make geographic 
market adjustments?
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Audience Polling Question

Would you be willing to trade some perceived 
precision in profit results under conventional 
application of the CPM/TNMM in return for a 
simplified and streamlined approach that provides 
additional certainty?

A. Yes
B. No
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Audience Polling Question

Do you think an Amount B -- with clearly defined 
scoping criteria and applied on a formulaic basis 
(informed by statistical analysis) -- could provide 
results as reliable as the conventional application 
of a CPM/TNMM? 

A.  Yes
B.  No
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Audience Polling Question

If properly structured, do you view Amount B as a 
solution that could deliver more certainty and with 
savings of time and effort?

A.  Yes
B.  No
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